Abstract-With the development of molecular biology and gene-engineering technology, gene diagnosis has been an emerging approach for modern life sciences. Biological marker, recognized as the hot topic in the molecular and gene fields, has important values in early diagnosis, malignant tumor stage, treatment and therapeutic efficacy evaluation. So far, the researcher has not found any effective way to predict and distinguish different type of stroke. In this paper, we aim to optimize stroke biomarker and figure out effective stroke detection index based on SVM (support vector machine) and information theory. Through mutual information analysis and principal component analysis to complete the selection of biomarkers and then we use SVM to verify our model. According to the testing data of patients provided by Xuanwu Hospital, we explore the significant markers of the stroke through data analysis. Our model can predict stroke well. Then discuss the effects of each biomarker on the incidence of stroke.
Introduction
Nowadays, stroke has become one of the most prevalent and deadly diseases worldwide, both the occurrence rate and the mortality rate remain at a high level. For instance, approximately 6.9 million people had an ischemic stroke and 3.4 million people had a hemorrhagic stroke in 2013 [1] . Between 1990 and 2010 the number of strokes which occurred each year decreased by approximately 10% in the developed world and increased by 10% in the developing world [2] . In 2013, stroke was the second most frequent cause of death after coronary artery disease, accounting for 6.4 million deaths (12% of the total) [3] . Because symptoms of lung cancer resemble those of other diseases such as phthisis or pulmonary infection, it is possible to misdiagnose clinically and even to lose the optimal opportunity for the treatment. So far, conventional detecting methods includes chest CT examination, Magnetic Resonance Angiography and Digital subtraction angiography, requiring high testing costs and expensive apparatuses. And the treatment of stoke are mostly surgical operation. All these methods rely on doctors' judgment based on experiments, and are time and money consuming to some extent. This current situation calls for new technologies to realize more efficient and accurate lung cancer detection, and the development of genetic circuit meets this need.
Marker detection has become a hit idea in achieving early-stage prediction and treatment of various diseases. It is an indicator of physiological and pathological state, produced by the illness itself or by the body in response to diseased tissue's growth. Compared to the traditional detection methods which usually have considerable experimental requirements and costs, markers can not only explore the pathogenesis at the molecular level, but also have unique advantages in accurate and sensitive evaluation of early, low levels damage, which provides an early warning of the disease [4] . Many markers such as, s100 and GFAP, have been found to play important roles in the diagnosis, treatment and prognosis of stroke [5] [6] . Thus, taking advantage of the genetic circuits inside cells, we can achieve more sensitive and economical marker detection with good real-time performance.
Support Vector Machine (SVM), based on the statistical theory of VC dimension theory and Structural Risk Minimization Theory (SRM), is a specifically designed machine learning algorithm for small sample data processing. SVM shows many unique advantages in solving the problem of pattern recognition of small sample, nonlinear and high dimensional data, so SVM method has been widely used in many fields including pattern recognition, regression estimation, probability density function estimation, character recognition, speech recognition, text classification, signal processing and other fields [7] .
In recent year, the biomarker testing of stroke has attracted more and more attention to help make the early diagnosis of stroke or make an evaluation of relent patients.
For acute stroke, the biologist cannot find out one single, effective biomarker to predict the condition, except use multiple markers to finish the analysis. In this paper, we focus on filtering and detecting the stroke markers so as to realize efficient and accuracy detection of stoke. The former part, based on the data provided by Xuanwu Hospital, is proposed to figure out the significant markers of the stroke through data analysis. The second part is provided to analyze the importance of each marker in stroke prediction or diagnosis.
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Screening of biomarkers
Nowadays, in order to detect the acute ischemic stroke patients, we have to perform multiple biochemical examination such as routine blood test, threshold function test and blood fat and blood sugar examination. Plenty of biomarkers are in tests, however some of these biomarkers are useless and duplicate. At the same time, there will be some overlap of information between biological markers with similar biological function, increasing the test cost. In order to detect the acute stroke quickly and effectively, we first screen the biomarkers of acute stroke. The experiment data set contains leukocyte, APOA and other biomarkers (24 species all in all). We conducted a total of 500 sets of experimental data processing, corresponding to 500 patients sample. We treat 3/4 as a training set, and the rest as validation set in order to verify our model.
Mutual information analysis
Because the mutual information does not need to presume the distribution type of data, it can effectively capture the nonlinear correlation of variables. The relationship between stroke markers and the prevalence of stroke is not simple linear. Therefore, we use mutual information as the correlation analysis method to screen the unrelated markers [9] .
The mutual information of two discrete random variables X and Y can be defined by Eq.1:
Where ( , ) p x y is the joint probability distribution function of X and Y , ( ) p x and ( ) p y are the marginal probability distribution functions of X and Y respectively. The mutual information satisfies 0 ( ; ) ( )
The lower bound is reached if and only if X and Y are independent. The upper bound is achieved when Y fully determine X . Hence, the larger the mutual information, the more close the relation between X and Y is to a one-to-one relation. Treat multiple biomarkers as 1 2 3 , , ...
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The sick (1) or not(0) as a Y variable, calculate the mutual information between X and Y , respectively, we can get the relationship between each biomarker and stroke, shown in table 1.
Through the results, we can see that Fib, Cholesterol, uric acid and several biomarkers of stroke has a high MI [10] . From the pathogenesis of stroke, these markers has a close relationship with acute stroke. The serum level of UA increasing slightly is relevant to the increasing cerebral ischemia pathological load. Fib can promote vascular smooth muscle cells, ultimately affect the blood viscosity. Cholesterol will make the blood pressure change and bring about acute stroke [11] . In order to detect the acute ischemic stroke patients accurately and efficiently, we take 0.02 as the threshold. 
Principal component analysis
The performance of the model is closely related to its structure, and the computational efficiency of the model is determined by the complexity of the structure [9] . There are complex relationships among the 12 high correlation biomarkers we screen out by mutual information. If all of them are adopted as inputs, it will directly increase the complexity of the model structure, and redundancy problems may be passed to the output of the model, which would cause serious influence on the detection performance. Principal component analysis (PCA) is a statistical procedure that uses an orthogonal transformation to convert a set of observations of possibly correlated variables into a set of values of linearly uncorrelated variables called principal components [9] . This transformation is defined in such a way that the first principal component has the largest possible variance (that is, accounts for as much of the variability in the data as possible), and each succeeding component in turn has the highest variance possible under the constraint that it is orthogonal to the preceding ...
For each ( 1,2,... ) i i n ,it meets the conditions of standardization(3) and non-related conditions(4).
Under the premise of satisfying these two conditions, the variance var( ) i f reaches the maximum, then the comprehensive variable i f is the first i principal component of the overall x .Principal component analysis can achieve data compression, and achieve the purpose of revealing the intrinsic relationship between variables and statistical interpretation. Formula (1) and (2) are used to measure the information ratio and variance contribution rate of the original independent variables contained in the principal components.
The ETA _m determines the size should be to replace the original variables with the number of principal components, usually when the value of _m reached 70%~90%, while the rest of the main points can be omitted, thus completing the dimensionality reduction function. Table Ȥ shows the result of PCA.
2.3Total variance explained of PCA(principal component analysis)
The scree plot can be used to determine the best number of principal component. The abscissa plot in the diagram stands of principal components, and the vertical plot represents for the eigenvalue, so the steep part of the connection of principal component and eigenvalues would be the right number of principal component we take. In this study, the eigenvalue bigger than 1 is investigated and the scree plot and variance contribution ratio are both considered to determine the optimal principal component. From figure2, it can be seen that the eigenvalues of the first six principal components are larger, and the line is steep, so the first six principal components make the greatest contribution to the explanatory variables. From table 2, the first six principal components' eigenvalues are bigger than 1, and it is proper to extract six principal components and the cumulative variance contribution rate is 86.56%, which concentrates the most information of the acute cerebral stroke. After the rotation of the load matrix of the principal component, the load factor is closer to 1 or -1, so the principal component can explain the named variable better. Table 3 shows that the first principal component 1 f mainly integrated the information of Cholesterol, low density lipoprotein and APOB. These three biomarkers are related to the body fat content, so 1 f is named as fat factor. The second principal component 2 f mainly shows the information of CRP, and this protein value can be a good indication of acute stroke, so we name 2 f as protein factor. The third principal component 3 f mainly contains the information of T3, FT3. Both of these two are T3, but their forms are different, so 3 f is named as T3 factor. The fourth main component integrates two kinds of human metabolite, which characters the body's metabolic information, so we name it as the metabolic factor. The fifth principal component mainly reflects the content of TSH and Fib. The internal connection between the two is not clear, but they performs the same importance, so 5 f is named TSH-FIB factor. The sixth principal component mainly integrates the information of platelet and leukocyte, and the former is in the negative direction of the sixth principal component. The platelet is produced from a giant cell, and the giant cell and leukocyte are both belong to the human body cells, so we name 6 f as the cell factor. These six factors are set as the input of the next level of acute stroke screening process, and the results of the test will verify the rationality of the combination of selected biological markers.
3
Diagnosis and prediction of stroke
SVM(support vector machine) background
In order to extract enough information from the data to determine and predict the acute stroke, we use support vector machine to diagnose and predict. SVM (support vector machine) is a new kind of machine learning based on statistical learning theory, a technique for pattern recognition and classification in a variety of applications for its ability for detecting patterns in experimental databases [7] . First define the training and validation set in this paper. The training set `
The validation set `
where^, Y= ( = , ,... )
. n is the total number of stroke set, l is the number of training set.
And we assume n R represents the multidimensional space of the biomarker, i x represents each of these biomarkers. y is a label to characterize the presence or absence of disease, 0 represents no stroke, 1 represents stroke. In the distinction between hemorrhagic stroke and ischemic stroke identification process, the result set Y is^, 2 3 , 2 represents hemorrhagic stroke, 3 represents ischemic stroke.
In this paper, RBF is adopted as kernel function in SVM to map the input variables into the high-dimensional Hilbert space by non-linear mapping. We assume
Thus, the corresponding classification function given in
Thus, nonlinear SVM is the optimization problem of the following equation. 
3.2Combined detection
It is important to determine the exact location and extent of the injury before and after the treatment, which is important for deciding what treatment strategies to take. For example, before a proper treatment is performed, a physician must quickly determine the type of stroke, ischemic stroke or hemorrhagic stroke, because different types of stroke treatment strategies are very different. In order to obtain the complete diagnostic information, the need for the following tests to assess the risk of stroke or stroke: CT scan magnetic resonance (MRI), magnetic resonance angiography (MRA), transcranial Doppler (TCD), carotid artery ultrasound. At present, most of the instruments are used to diagnose the type of stroke, which can be distinguished by the image or cell metabolism. These advanced detection means, but the high cost, while the popularity of these detection equipment is not high, the general hospital may not have such conditions, we can also achieve the goal of the traditional biochemical testing.
Although the clinical results of ischemic stroke and hemorrhagic stroke are similar, but the process is very complex, there are overlapping factors, there are more obvious factors. In modeling, the input variables are usually chosen as input variables of the model. However, many of the original input variables detected by modern instruments, there will be some factors and the results do not matter, if these factors into it, the model will not be accurate. Although some factors are related to the dependent variables, there is a redundant relationship between each other. Therefore, we need to filter out irrelevant factors and reduce the redundant variables.
3.2.1The detection of normal people and patients
Accurate and rapid determination of the exact location and size of the lesion is needed before treatment, and it is important to determine what treatment strategies are required. For example, a doctor must quickly determine the type of stroke before the appropriate treatment is performed, ischemic stroke or hemorrhagic stroke, because the different types of stroke treatment strategies are different. Thus we take steps to diagnose and predict stroke.
The first step is to distinguish patients from patients and normal people. Once the result is stroke, SVM is performed for further judgement of its type. The experiment result proves that SVM can achieve higher prediction results through the six factors of joint detection.
From Fig. 3 we can see that in the combined detection it can distinguish patients from normal people perfectly. And in the second step, it also has a high rate of distinguishing between ischemic stroke and hemorrhagic stroke. Thus combined detection has a good result of experiment. 
Single biomarker detection
Then we analyze each marker's effect on the stroke based on the SVM model. For related biomarker such as: C-reactive protein, FIB, HCY, etc., the predicting accuracy rate is below 80%, compared with of joint detection of several kinds of markers, the detection accuracy is greatly reduced, which cannot meet the requirement of detection discrimination. According to simulation result, we can analyse each factor's effect on the onset of stroke. From figure 6-11, it can be concluded that HCY has the biggest influencing, it can achieve over 70% accuracy rate during the studying process. FIB and BUN also have a higher influence and the average rate of simulation perforation is 60 percent or more, followed by triglyceride and CRP. Blood sugar, general below 60% accuracy, is the lowest of the six. That is to say, Blood sugar could hardly distinguish between ischemic stroke and hemorrhagic stroke. It is a consistent biomarker of acute stroke and it can't be used to distinguish these two type of acute stroke.
From the forecasting result, we can also see that when only using single index detection, the correct rate of prediction low, which indicates that when using a single index, it can't be used to identify the different forms of stroke. The use of combined detection can greatly improve the prediction efficiency and accuracy. 
Conclusion
Due to the low cost and the development of Bioinformatics, machine learning draws an increasing attention to many countries and plays an important role in the diagnosis and prevention of various diseases. This paper demonstrates the biomarkers of stroke. First, six comprehensive and independent indexes are got by pre-treated data with the mutual information analysis and principal component analysis. A SVM-based approach is proposed to distinguish patients from patients and normal people. The validation results of the SVM method yields up to 85% classification accuracy with high sensitivity and specificity. Further, we analyse the importance of each marker in stroke prediction or diagnosis.
